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parting the veil
the visions of joseph smith
alexander L baugh

godgrantedgod granted to the prophetjosephprophet joseph thegiftthe gift of visions joseph received so many
that they became almost commonplacecommonplacefor for him the strength and knowledge
joseph received through these visions helped him establish the church

joseph smith the seer ushered in the dispensation of the fullness of
times his role was known and prophesied of anciently the lord promised
joseph of egypt that in the last days a choice seer would come through
his lineage and would bring his seed to a knowledge of the covenants made
to abraham isaac and jacob 2 nephi 37 JST gen 5027 28 that seer
will the lord bless joseph prophesied specifically indicating that his
name shall be called after me 2 nephi 314 15 see also JST gen 5033
significantly in the revelation received during the organizational meeting
of the church on april 61830 the first title given to the first elder was that of
seer behold there shall be a record kept and in it thou joseph smith
shalt be called a seer a translator a prophet an apostle of jesus christ
dacd&c 211

in the book of mormon ammon defined a seer as one who possessed
a gift from god to translate ancient records mosiah 813 see also 2811 16

however the seericfeeric gift is not limited to translation hence ammon s addi-
tional statement that a seer is a revelator and a prophet also and a gift
which is greater can no man have mosiah 816 in actuality a seer is a
see er 1 among other gifts and powers he sees visions which visions are
seen with spiritual eyes 2 this study attempts to compile and analyze all of
the known visions visitations or visual revelations experienced by the
prophet joseph smith

visions can take various forms personal visitations or appearances of
deity angels or even satan and his emissaries certainly come under the head-
ing of visions visions can also include seeing vivid images where the veil is
lifted from an individual s mind in order to see and comprehend the things
of god certain dreams could be considered visions particularly when
heavenly or spiritual messages are conveyed finally certain revelations
received through the urimarim and thummim mediums such as the nephite
interpreters and the seer stone may also be classified in the ancient sense
as visions
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while the visions received by joseph smith were also revelatory expe-
riencesrien ces revelations were not always visionary hence in researching joseph
smith s visions I1 attempted to distinguish between visions and other kinds
of inspiration or revelation more often than not when a vision was
involved the wording of the source material indicated that a vision not a

more general revelation had been received however in some in-
stances the visual nature of the experience was not quite clear so I1 made
some judgment calls whether a particular revelation involved a vision
based on the graphic detail in the account and the perceptual circum-
stances of the manifestation

this difficulty in determining what actually constitutes a vision is flil-

lustratedlustrated by the following example in january 1841 joseph smith gave a de-
tailed description of the apostle pauls physical appearance and mannerisms

he is about five foot high very dark hair dark complexion dark skin large
roman nose sharp face small black eyes penetrating as eternity round
shoulders a whining voice except when elevated and then it almost resem-
bles the roaring of a lion he was a good orator active and deligentdiligentdeligent sic

always employing himself in doing good to his fellow men 3

A cursory reading of the prophet s statement might lead to the conclusion
that his knowledge of paul s physical characteristics could have been learned
only by means of a vision however the prophets description resembles
depictions of paul found in familiar apocryphal writings 4 thus while joseph
may have received an actual vision of paul he possibly gained his under-
standing of the ancient apostle s appearance from the traditional christian
literature of the day and accepted it as accurate due to this ambiguity and
in the interest of cautious scholarship I11 have not included the prophets
statement on paul among the visions listed in the appendix below

three major points became apparent as I1 researched joseph smiths
visions first and perhaps most remarkable is the sheer number of visions
the prophet received the majority of these visions are not found in the
standard works but pervade the prophets own history and the records kept
by contemporaries who were present when a vision was received or when
joseph smith spoke about his sacred communications A major purpose of
this study is to document those visions not generally known As I1 began
collecting the accounts of the visions I1 realized that any attempt to total
the number of visions would risk excluding some since evidence of visions
relies upon documentation and some visions may have been purposely un-
recorded of one vision joseph remarked 1 I could explain a hundred fold
more than I1 ever have of the glories of the kingdoms manifested to me in
the vision were I1 permitted and were the people prepared to receive them 5

second the prophet was privileged to receive so many visions that
it appears they became almost commonplace experiences for him for
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example in 1843 he said it is my meditation all the day and more than my
meat and drink to know how I1 shall make the saints of god comprehend
the visions that roll like an overflowing surge before my mindmind6minda116 perhaps
because his visionary experiences were so frequent he often left out details
or failed to record certain events altogether

finally in a number of instances others witnessed joseph smith s

visionary experiences oliver cowdery david whitmer martin harris
sidney rigdon heber C kimball frederick G williams john murdock
zebedee coltrin and others were present when the prophet had visions
often seeing the manifestation with him the recorded statements of these
witnesses and co participants give additional testimony and credibility to
the reality of the prophets seericfeeric experiences 7

for the sake of clarity and organization the prophet s visions will be
discussed in a historical context using two periods 1820 3030 and 1831 44

JOSEPH SMITHS VISIONS 18201820 1830

joseph smith s visions between 18201820 and 1830 fall into three of the broad
categories mentioned earlier personal visitations of deity angels and satan
visions received via the seer stone and the arimurim and thummimThummim and vi-

sions opened to the mind one vision in particular seems to be in a cate-
gory of its own

visitations

ammon said that through a seer secret things shall be made mani-
fest and hidden things shall come to light mosiah 816 joseph smith
brought to light many truths he learned from heavenly beings and he
learned to distinguish those truths from their opposites through his en-
counters with satan

the first vision the most magnificent and certainly the most histori-
cally and doctrinally significant theophany occurred in the sacred grove in
spring 1820 when the father and the son and many angels according
to joseph s 1835 account ushered in the opening of the restoration this
initial spiritual manifestation has appropriately come to be known among
latter day saints as the first vision a title that recognizes that more
visions soon followed although joseph smith was privileged to have addi-
tional visions of the father and the son later the first vision is the only
known instance during this ten year period that the young prophet was
privileged to have a vision of either of these two members of the godhead
historical evidence demonstrates that the restoration was brought to pass
primarily through the ministration of angels and other forms of revelation
rather than by direct appearances of either of these two supreme deities
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visions of heavenly messengers of the heavenly messengers who
personally appeared to the youthful prophet in the years 1820 30 moroni
was the most regular visitor best known are the three visits that occurred
during the night of september 21 22 1823 the appearance while joseph
returned from work in his father s field the next day the meeting with
moroni at the hill cumorah and the four annual visits that subsequently
took place each september until 1827 however in total over twenty ap-
pearancespearances by the last survivor of the nephite nation can be documented 8

one ofmoronis visits in particular is worth recounting during joseph
and emma s move from palmyra new york to harmony pennsylvania in
december 1827 joseph protected the plates and the other nephite artifacts
by placing them in a barrel of beans shortly after departing he and his
wife were accosted by a group of men intent on taking the plates after a

thorough search the men left emptyhandedempty handed and the couple and the plates
eventually arrived safely in harmony A year and a half later because of
increased persecution joseph and oliver were forced to leave harmony
departing for fayette new york around june i1 david whitmer came from
fayette to transport them to his father s home however on this move the
plates were not in their possession prior to the trio s departure joseph had
returned the plates and sacred relics to moroni who had informed him
they would be returned upon arrival at the whitmer homestead soon after
the party s departure by wagon moroni paid them an interesting visit
david whitmer told the following incident on numerous occasions over
the years one account reads

when I1 was returning to fayette with joseph and oliver all of us riding in
the wagon oliver and I1 on an old fashioned wooden spring seat and joseph
behind us we were suddenly approached by a very pleasant nice looking old
man in a clear open place who saluted us with good morning it is very
warm at the same instant wiping his face or forehead with his hand we
returned the salutation and by a sign from joseph I1 invited him to ride if he
was going our way but he said very pleasantly no I1 am going to cumorah
this was something new to me I1 did not know what cumorah meant and as
I1 looked enquiringlyenquiringinquiringlyly at joseph the old man instantly disappeared so that I1

did not see him again

he was I1 should think about 5 feet 9 or io10 inches and heavy set
he was dressed in a suit of brown woolen clothes his hair and beard were
white I1 also remember that he had a sort of knapsack on his back and
something was in it which was shaped like a book it was the messenger who
had the plates 9

in this fascinating account whitmer gives some idea of moroni s physical
stature and more unexpectedly demonstrates that angels are occasionally
given to amusement when executing their missions among mortals this
incident further illustrates that celestial glorified messengers can appear in
a telestial form and condition
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moroni was not josephs only feericseeric tutor statements and testimonies
by some of the prophet s contemporaries reveal that the young seer was visi-

ted and taught by numerous ancient prophets and apostles in the went-
worth letter published in march 1842 joseph smith stated after having
received many visits from the angels of god unfolding the majesty and
glory of the events that should transpire in the last days on the morning of
the 22nd ofseptember AD 1827 the angel of the lord delivered the records
into my hands 10

three major points stand out in this statement first joseph smith
received many visits from the angels of god second these angels visited
him to unfold events that would soon transpire and third these visits

occurred before he obtained the plates in september 1827 and thus took
place concurrently with his years of instruction by moroni at cumorah
orson pratt stated that during the years 1823 27 joseph was often minis-
tered to by the angels of god and received instruction concerning the
work that was to be performed in the latter days 11 george Q cannon
taught that during these preparatory years joseph was visited constantly by
angels he had vision after vision in order that his mind might be fully

saturated with a knowledge of the things of god and that he might com-
prehend the great and holy calling that god has bestowed upon him 12

joseph never mentioned publicly as far as we know who these angelic
ministrantsmini strants were but his close associates spoke of these appearances john
taylor gave some indication of their identity in these two typical statements

and when joseph smith was raised up as a prophet of god mormon
moroni nephi and others of the ancient prophets who formerly lived on this

continent and peter and john and others who lived on the asiatic conti-
nent came to him and communicated to him certain principles pertaining to
the gospel of the son of god 13

the principles which he had placed him in communication with the lord
and not only with the lord but with the ancient apostles and prophets such
men for instance as abraham isaac jacob noah adam seth enoch
and the apostles that lived on this continent as well as those who lived on
the asiatic continent he seemed to be as familiar with these people as we are
with one another why because he had to introduce a dispensation which
was called the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times 14

lucy mack smith had fond memories of josephs maturing years and
recalled some of the things her son learned from these interviews particu-
larly from the ancient american prophets during our evening conversa-
tions joseph would occasionally give us some of the most amusing recitals
that could be imagined lucy said continuing

he would describe the ancient inhabitants of this continent their dress
mode of travelling and the animals upon which they rode their cities their
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buildings with every particular their mode of warfare and also their reli-

gious worship this he would do with as much ease seemingly as if he had
spent his whole life with them 15

the prophet left specific record that on may 151518291829 john the baptist
appeared and conferred aaronic priesthood keys and authority upon
joseph and oliver cowdery besides josephs brief account describing this
visitation oliver cowdery also left his written testimony of that event sig-
nificantlynificantly by the time john the baptist appeared joseph had received

numerous heavenly visitors but this was one of cowdery s first visions
when cowdery wrote about the incident five years later his words still

expressed exhilaration and spiritual elation the vail was parted and the
angel of god came down clothed with glory and delivered the anxiously
looked for message he wrote

what joy what wonder what amazement our eyes beheld our ears
heard then his voice though mild pierced to the center and his words

I11 I am thy fellow servant dispelled every fear we listened we gazed we
admired twas the voice of the angel from glory twas a message from the
most high and as we heard we rejoiced while his love enkindled upon our
souls and we were rapt in the vision of the almighty

the assurance that we were in the presence of an angel is to me
past description and I1 shall ever look upon this expression of the saviors
goodness with wonder and thanksgiving 16

the appearance of peter james and john and their bestowal of the
melchizedek priesthood upon joseph and oliver followed while joseph
and oliver left no record of the exact date of this event the traditional view
is that the higher priesthood was conferred during the visitation of these
ancient apostles in late may or early june 1829 approximately two weeks
following the bestowal of the aaronic priesthood 17

another heavenly visitor whom joseph smith saw during the 1820 30
period was an angel who is not identified in surviving records this mes-
senger appeared during the first week of august 1830 to instruct joseph
concerning the emblems of the sacrament newel knight and his wife
sally had traveled from colesvilleCo lesville new york to harmony pennsylvania
to visit joseph and emma both women had been baptized but neither had
been confirmed nor had yet partakenpartakerpartaken of the sacrament joseph authorized
both ordinances and set out to procure some wine for the occasion
wrote newel knight he had gone only a short distance when he was met
by a heavenly messenger and received the first four verses of the revelation
that is dacd&c 271 4 the prophet returned to the small group which also

included john whitmer prepared some wine in accordance with the in-
structions from the angel partook of the sacrament confirmed the two
sisters and spent the evening in a glorious manner 18
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visions of satan joseph had at least two personal encounters with
lucifer during the i82os1820s the best known confrontation occurred prior to
his theophany in the sacred grove when satan sought to physically destroy
him the other confrontation with satan is mentioned only briefly in doc-
trine and covenants section 128 in verse 20 the prophet wrote of hearing
ic the voice of michael on the banks of the susquehanna detecting the devil
when he appeared as an angel of light clearly he heard adamadams s michael s

voice and also saw the devil satansgatans appearance also seems to be associated
with the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood since joseph refers to
peter james and johns appearance on the susquehanna in the very next
sentence simply interpreted satan appeared as an angel of light hoping to
deceive joseph and oliver in some manner and thereby thwart the restora-
tion of authority satansgatans presence however was detected by michael who
informed joseph and oliver of the deception concluding the incident

visions through the urimarim and Thurnthummimthurnmimmim

during this early period the youthful prophet received many visions
through the medium of arimurim and thumthummimmmimim sometimes a seer stone
and more particularly the nephite interpreters both of these instruments
apparently operated in much the same spiritual manner and through them
joseph received an undetermined number of visions in addition to the
translation of the book of mormon the young prophet obtained a seer
stone described as dark brown in color while digging a well for willard
chase around 1822 19 this discovery occurred only two years after the first
vision and one year before moroni s first visits joseph made use of the seer
stone for five years before obtaining the nephite interpreters from moroni
in 1827 latter day saints should not be surprised to learn that prior to
being engaged specifically in the work of the lord that is prior to begin-
ning the work of the translation of the plates the youthful joseph appar-
ently recognized that god had given him visionary powers enabling him to
see supernatural visions in a wide variety of areas between 1822 and 1827

he successfully obtained an unspecified number of visions by means of the
seer stone he even gained a reputation for such activities which may
explain why men such as josiah stowell who lived more than one hundred
miles away near south bainbridge new york sought out joseph smith
and employed him to locate buried treasure in the fall ofofi8251825 20

several examples of josephjosephss ability to receive visions by means of a
seer stone illustrate the power associated with the prophet and this instru-
ment martin harris steadfastly believed joseph possessed an uncanny
ability ofofseershipseership this was perhaps due in part to the following incident

I1 was at the house of his father in manchester two miles south of palmyra vil-
lage and was picking my teeth with a pin while sitting on the bars the pin
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caught in my teeth and dropped from my fingers into shavings and straw
I1 jumped from the bars and looked for it I1 then took joseph on surprise
and said to him I1 said take your stone I1 had never seen it and did not
know that he had it with him he had it in his pocket he took it and placed
it in his hat the old white hat and placed his face in his hat I1 watched him
closely to see that he did not look to one side he reached out his hand
beyond me on the right and moved a little stick and there I1 saw the pin
which he picked up and gave to me 21

joseph s use of the stone may have also encouraged him to propose
marriage to emma hale at josephs annual visit to the hill cumorah in
september 1826 moroni told him that he could have the plates the follow-
ing year if in joseph knights words he brot sic the right person
knight recounted this conversation further

who is the right person the answer was you will know then he looked in
his glass and found it was emma hale daughter of old mr hail of pensyl
vany a girl that he had seen before for he had bin down there before with
me he came to me perhaps in november and worked for me until about
the time that he was married and I1 furnished him with a horse and
cutter to go and see his girl down to mr hails and soon after this he was
married and mr stowel moved him and his wife to his fathers in palmyra
ontario county 22

david whitmer learned during his very first meeting with joseph that
by means of the seer stone joseph was able to see in detail actions many
miles away in late may of 1828 at the request of oliver cowdery and
joseph david traveled from fayette new york over one hundred miles to
harmony pennsylvania to take the two men back to his father s farm-
house so they could complete the translation As he neared harmony he
was surprised to meet joseph and oliver who 11 were coming toward me
and met me some little distance from the house david reported further

oliver told me that joseph had told him when I1 started from home where I1

had stopped the first night how I1 read the sign at the tavern where I1 stopped
the next night and that I1 would be there that day before dinner and this was
why they had come out to meet me all of which was exactly as joseph had
told oliver at which I1 was greatly astonished 23

moroni gave joseph possession of the plates breastplate and inter-
preters on september 222218271827 when joseph smith first put on the specta-
cles his entire past history was revealed to him david whitmer
recounted this experience whitmer believed helped joseph recognize
the greater supernatural power god had now given him 2421 joseph knight
sr who was at the smith home in palmyra when joseph returned from the
hill cumorah remembered conversing with joseph about the sacred relics
the morning after he gained possession of them it is ten times better than
I1 expected he remembered joseph saying he recalled further the
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prophets particular fascination
with the spectacles he seamed to
think more of the glasses or the
urimarim and thummemthummer then than
he did of the plates wrote knight
for says he 1

I can see any thing
they are marvelusmarcelusMarvelus 1112525 indeed they
were for as the prophets mother
lucy mack smith recalled by
means of the instrument the
angel showed him many things
which he saw in vision 1326112626 these
tools were not used for trivial or
spectacular sensations one major
purpose of the spectacles and
perhaps also the seer stone was to
help protect the plates and joseph s

life lucy said her son always kept joseph knight sr 1772 1847 records the
the urimarim and thummim about prophets use of the seer stone inin 1826

his person so he could also ascer-
tain

when asking the lord who should accom-
panying him to retrieve the plates fromat any time the approach of
the hill cumorah inin 1827 oil on canvas

danger either to himself or the ca 183018301800 courtesy museum of church his-
toryrecord 27127 lucy mack smith and and art

martin harris mention three inci-
dents where the plates were kept safe because of information received by
means of the urimarim and thummimThum mim 28

soon after acquiring the ancient relics joseph wondered how he could
proceed without some personal assistance particularly financial aid so
that he could devote himself entirely to the work of translation the answer
came in a vision through the holy interpreters during one of his inter-
views with the angel moroni probably in september 1827 joseph asked
who could assist him he was told to go and look in the spectacles and he
would show him the man that would assist him the man he saw was mar-
tin harris A short while later the prophet told harris what had been made
known to him the palmyra farmer later recalled how the message struck
me with surprise I1 told him I1 wished him to be careful about these things
well said joseph 1

IJ saw you standing before me as plainly as I1 do
now 29 martin subsequently received a testimony of joseph smiths divine
calling to translate the book of mormon and later gave liberally of his
wealth to the work

joseph smith never detailed the method or procedure of translation 30

however martin harris who assisted with the translation of the first 116

pages in 1828 and david whitmer a firsthand observer who lent assistance
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beginning in june 1829 gave some particulars harris gave the following
testimony to edward stevenson

sentences would appear and were read by the prophet and written by martin
and when finished he would say written and if correctly written that sen-
tence would disappear and another appear in its place but if not written cor-
rectly it remained until corrected so that the translation was just as it was
engraven on the plates precisely in the language then used 31

david whitmer stated a similar procedure for the translation

joseph smith would put the seer stone into a hat and put his face in the
hat drawing it closely around his face to exclude the light and in the dark-
ness the spiritual light would shine A piece of something resembling
parchment would appear and on that appeared the writing one character
at a time would appear and under it was the interpretation in english
brother joseph would read off the english to oliver cowdery who was his
principal scribe and when it was written down and repeated to brother
joseph to see if it was correct then it would disappear and another charac-
ter with the interpretation would appear thus the book of mormon was
translated by the gift and power of god and not by any power of man 32

clearly the main purpose of the interpreters was to assist the seer in
the translation of the book of mormon the testimonies of emma smith
and david whitmer agree that the prophet used the nephite interpreters to
translate the first 116 pages after which this instrument was returned to the
angel in consequence of the incidents surrounding the lost manuscript
thereafter the seer stone was used both instruments being essentially a
icarimurim and thummim 313333 in essence every time joseph translated he was
seeing some kind ofvision furthermore in the doctrine and covenants at
least nine revelations were received by means of the urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirnlin
and the seer stone sections3sections 336710111415166 710111415 16 and ly17

34 sinceitislikelysince it is likely
the information was conveyed to the prophet in much the same manner
as the translation of the book of mormon that is the words would appear
in some fashion within the instruments perhaps these revelations could
be better described as visions received through the nephite interpreters
or the seer stone soon after the translation of the book of mormon was com-
plete visions using the seer stone as a medium seemed to cease david whit-
mer remembered joseph saying that we would all have to depend on the
holy ghost hereafter to be guided into truth and obtain the willwin of the lord 133535

visions opened to the mind

documentation exists for three visions received in the mind of the
youthful prophet during the ten year period of 1820 to 1830 each as-

sociatedsocia ted with his initial interviews with moroni the first two occurred
in conjunction with moronis inaugural appearance on the evening of
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september 21 222218231823 in the joseph smith sr log house in the prophet s

1839 history he related that as the heavenly messenger was telling him
about the gold plates the vision was opened to my mind that I1 could see
the place where the plates were deposited and that so clearly and distinctly
that I1 knew the place again when I1 visited it JSHJS H 142 in the 1842 went-
worth letter he added that during this initial interview he was informed
about the ancient american inhabitants and shown who they were and
from whence they came a brief sketch of their origin progress civilization
laws governments of their righteousness and iniquity and the blessings of
god being finally withdrawn from them as a people 113636 A similar experi-
ence occurred the following day at the hill after determining where the
stone box was located and after removing the large stone that covered it
joseph made several attempts to obtain the record As joseph began to
pray moroni appeared he then told the young seer to

look and as he thus spake he beheld the prince of darkness surrounded
by his innumerable train of associates all this passed before him and the
heavenly messenger said all this is shown the good and the evil the holy
and impure the glory of god and the power of darkness that you may
know hereafter the two powers and never be influenced or overcome by that
wicked one 3731

in a very real sense what joseph experienced on these three occasions was
a vision within a vision since he received visual instruction at the same
time he was in the presence of a celestial personage

A unique visionary experience

A well known vision of this period warrants a brief examination but
it is difficult to classify and explain after the completion of the translation
joseph returned the plates to moroni who appeared a very short time later
at a location near the whitmer farm to show the plates to the three wit-
nesses the plates were then loaned back to the prophet who showed them
to the eight witnesses who were in the vicinity of manchester the
prophet and oliver cowdery then went to cumorah to return the record
for the last time while at the hill an unusual phenomenon took place
brigham young explained

I1 believe I1 will take the liberty to tell you of another circumstance that will be
as marvelous as anything can be this is an incident in the life of oliver cow-
dery but he did not take the liberty of telling such things in meeting as I1

take oliver cowdery went with the prophet joseph when he deposited
returned these plates when joseph got the plates the angel instructed

him to carry them back to the hillhiuhin cumorah which he did oliver says that
when joseph and oliver went there the hill opened and they walked into a
cave in which there was a large and spacious room he says he did not think
at the time whether they had the light of the sun or artificial light but that it
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was just as light as day they laid the plates on a table it was a large table that
stood in the room under this table there was a pile of plates as much as two
feet high and there were altogether in this room more plates than probably
many wagon loads they were piledplied up in the corners and along the walls the
first time they went there the sword ofoflabanlaban hung upon the wall but when
they went again it had been taken down and laid upon the table across the
gold plates it was unsheathed and on it was written these words this
sword willwihl never be sheathed again until the kingdoms of this world become
the kingdom of our god and his christ I1 tell you this as coming not only
from oliver cowdery but others who were familiar with it 38

the incident is substantiated by two other statements made by brigham
young and recorded by william H dame and wilford woodruff 39 others
of the prophet s contemporaries giving similar reports included heber C
kimball orson pratt and david whitmer 40

summary of the 1820 1830 period

this decade was distinguished by the following first the most signifi-
cant experience of joseph smith during this period was the personal visita-
tion of the father and the son who opened the latter day dispensation with
a personal appearance this vision is also the only recorded appearance of
the two supreme beings during the decade of the i82os1820s second the period
is characterized by a series of visitations from heavenly messengers includ-
ing ancient prophets from both hemispheres who appeared to indoctrinate
and teach the young seer third joseph had at least two spiritual encoun-
ters with satan the first being a vision involving a destructive force imme-
diately before the appearance of the father and the son and the second a

more subtle appearance where satan was disguised as an angel of light
fourth around 1822 joseph smith began to receive visions by means of a
seer stone later in 1827 he received the nephite spectacles both of these
instruments acted as a urimarim and thummimThum mim and by them joseph smith
received divine light and knowledge evidence further suggests that the
entire translation process of the book of mormon and the receipt of several
early revelations through the urimarim and thummimthummirnThummirn were in essence vision-
ary experiences fifth the prophet had visions opened to his mind albeit
rarely during this time period sixth the prophet and oliver cowdery
experienced a singular visionary phenomenon when they returned the
plates to the hill cumorah

JOSEPH SMITHS VISIONS 1831 1844

from 1831 to 1844 joseph received personal visitations from the father
and the son together the son alone other heavenly beings and satan the
prophet also received visions where the method of receiving the vision is
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not clearly recorded examples of those visions will be discussed according
to subject or event

visions of beings

joseph the seer continued to have visions ofheavenly and satanic person-
ages these experiences gave him increasing knowledge of the unseen world

visions of the father and the son during the first five years of the
1831 44 period joseph smith was privileged to see both the father and
the son in vision on at least four occasions on june 418314 1831 during a four
day conference held in kirtland joseph had a vision of these two beings
levi hancock was present and stated that the vision occurred in a school-
house on the hill above the isaac morley farmhouse about one mile north-
east of the newel K whitney store hancock reported that the elders were
meeting together when joseph stepped out on the floor and said 1

I now
see god and jesus christ at his right hand let them kill me I1 should not
feel death as I1 am now 1114411 hancock s wording suggests a vision similar to
that experienced by stephen who saw the father and the son before being
stoned before jewish accusers acts 7 considering the persecution joseph
was continually experiencing he must have considered death a long
desired relief from his sufferings

joseph smith and his spokesman sidney rigdon saw the father and
the son in 1832 in the vision now canonized as doctrine and covenants
section 76 often discussion of this vision focuses on the degrees of glory
perdition and the attendant requirements for each however the highlight
of the section is a vision of the father and the son the premortal life and
lucifer s fall the vision of the two supreme members of the godhead was
apparently of considerable length the manifestation led them to write
the glory of the lord shone round about and we beheld the glory of the

son on the right hand of the father and received of his fulguinessness and saw
the holy angels and them who are sanctified before his throne worshiping
god and the lamb who worship him forever and ever dacd&c 7619 21

so powerful was the vision of what they both saw and heard they chose to
bear testimony of the savior a testimony declaring that he lives for we
saw him even on the right hand of god and we heard the voice bearing
record that he is the only begotten of the father dacd&c 7622 23

on march 181818331833 god the father and the son also made a brief per-
sonal appearance to members of the school of the prophets two eye-
witnesses left a dramatic record of their experience the first comes years
later from zebedee coltrin

at one of these meetings after the organization of the school when we
were all together joseph having given instructions and while engaged in
silent prayer kneeling with our hands uplifted each one praying in silence
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no one whispered above his
breath a personage walked
through the room from east
to west and joseph asked if
we saw him I1 saw him and sup-
pose the others did and joseph
answered that is jesus the son
of god our elder brother
afterward joseph told us to
resume our former position
inin prayer which we did an-
other person came through
he was surrounded as with a

flame of fire 42

in the presence of this personage
coltrin experienced a sensation
that it might destroy the taberna-
cle as it was of consuming fire of

zebedee coltrin 1804 1887 a member of great brightness joseph smith
the school of the elders inin 1833 provides

identified this thetwo accounts of the appearance of the personage as

father and son to joseph smith in kirt-
land

father of our lord jesus christ
copy print from unknown source and coltrin gave the following

courtesy LDS church archives description
I1 saw his hands his legs his feet his eyes nose mouth head and body in the
shape and form of a perfect man this appearance was so grand and over-
whelmingwh elming that it seemed I1 should melt down in his presence and the sensa-
tion was so powerful that it ththrilledrifled through my whole system and I1 felt it in
the marrow of my bones 43

on another occasion coltrin stated that as the father passed through the
room the glory and brightness was so great that had it continued
much longer I1 believe it would have consumed us 31441144014444 the second testi-
mony of this vision comes from john murdock

during the wintervantermanter that I1 boarded with brother joseph we had a number
of prayer meetings in the prophets chamber in one of those meetings
the prophet told us if we could humble ourselves before god and exercise
strong faith we should see the face of the lord and about midday the
visions of my mind were opened and the eyes of my understanding were
enlightened and I1 saw the form of a man most lovely the visage of his face
was sound and fair as the sun his hair a bright silversliver grey curled in most
majestic form his eyes a keen penetrating blue and the skin of his neck a

most beautiful white and he was covered from the neck to the feet with
a loose garment pure white whiter than any garment I1 have ever before
seen his countenance was most penetrating and yet most lovely and while
I1 was endeavoring to comprehend the whole personage from head to feet it
slipped from me and the vision was closed up but it left on my mind the
impression of love for months that I1 had never felt before to that degree 4541
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on january 21 1836 joseph
smith was more in heaven than on
earth that day he received at least
two and possibly three visions of
different events in one of these
visions he saw the blazing throne
of god whereon was seated the
father and the son and those
who became heirs of the celestial
kingdom it is this portion of the
vision that has been canonized as I1

section 137 however in addition F
joseph observed william E mc
lellin proselyting in the south j
brigham young working in the
southwest and others bringing
about the redemption ofofzionzion he
also saw the twelve standing to-
gether in a foreign land probably mary elizabeth rollins lightner 1818 1913

preserves an account of visitation of jesusgreat britain the prophet indi-
cated

christ to the prophet joseph smith at meet-
ingthey were much fatigued of the saints held at isaac morley s farm

with their clothes tattered and feet in kirtland in 1831 copy print from un-
knownswollen with their eyes cast down-

ward

source courtesy LDS church archives

and jesus standing in their
midst and they did not behold him the savior looked upon them and
wept 13461146334646 subsequently he observed that the twelve had successfully accom-
plished their work on earth and had entered the celestial city where the
savior embraced and kissed each one and then crowned them in the pres-
ence of god the father this vision left such a powerful impression on the
prophet wrote heber C kimball that he never could refrain from weep-
ing while rehearsing it 0147114747

visions of the son in addition to the four appearances of the father
and son during this five year span 1831 36 historical sources reveal that
joseph smith saw jesus christ separately on four occasions thirteen year
old mary elizabeth rollins was present when one of these visitations tran-
spired she remembered the event occurring in 1831 at a meeting of saints
held at the isaac morley farm where the prophet was the main speaker she
recalled joseph speaking very solemnly during the meeting all at once his
countenance changed and he stood mute rollins recounted those who
looked at him said there was a search light within him over every part
of his body I1 never saw anything like it on the earth I1 could not take my
eyes off of him he got so white that anyone who saw him would have
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thought he was transparent I1 thought I1 could almost see the bones
through the flesh the prophet stood silent for several minutes before he
asked those present if they knew who had been in their midst martin
harris told them it was the savior to which the prophet responded that
god had revealed that truth to martin he then said brothers and sis-
ters the savior has been here this night and I1 want to tell you to
remember it there is a vail sic over your eyes for you could not endure
to look upon him 3148114848

during an intimate meeting in kirtland on december 18 1833 the
prophet experienced a singular vision of the premortal jehovah minister-
ing to father adam in mortality scribe oliver cowdery noted that while
joseph smith was setting apart his father joseph smith sr as patriarch to
the church the visions of the almighty were open to his view and he
beheld a great ancient council meeting at adam ondi ahman held three
years previous to adam s death the lord appeared unto them cowdery
recorded and administered comfort unto adam 3349114949 in july 1839 during a

meeting with the twelve and the seventy joseph smith briefly recounted
the vision I11 I saw adam in the valley ofadam ondondiondl i ahmanlahman he said the
lord appeared in their midst and he adam blessed them all 5010

joseph smith had two additional visions of the savior during the week

of the dedication of the kirtland temple the prophet s history for march 30
1836 three days after the formal dedication states that the savior made
his appearance while angels minesteredministeredminestered unto others 51I1 although joseph
did not give any additional information concerning this manifestation
harrison burgess a member of the seventy was present and provided the
following recollection

I1 was in a meeting for instruction in the upper part of the kirtland temple
with about a hundred of the high priests seventies and elders and I1

beheld the room lighted up with a peculiar light such as I1 had never seen
before it was soft and clear and the room looked to me as though it had nei-
ther roof nor floor to the building and I1 beheld the prophet joseph and
hyrum smith and roger orton enveloped in the light joseph exclaimed
aloud 1 I behold the savior the son of god hyrum said 1 I behold the
angels of heaven brother orton exclaimed 1 I behold the chariots of israel
all who were in the room felt the power of god to that degree that many
prophesied and the power of god was made manifest the remembrance of
which will remain with me while I1 live upon the earth 52

on sunday april 3 1836 joseph and oliver perhaps feeling that a

manifestation was about to take place retired to the veiled melchizedek
priesthood pulpits in the kirtland temple where a glorious vision of the
lord was opened to them As stated in doctrine and covenants section lionoiioilo
the first and second elder saw jesus christ standing upon the breastwork
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of the pulpit his eyes were as a flame of fire the hair of his head was
white like the pure snow his countenance shone above the brightness of
the sun 1102 3 this occasion is the last documented vision of joseph
smith seeing the lord jesus christ including the first vision there is doc-
umentationumentation for five visions of the father and the son together and four
visions of the savior individually totaling nine

visions of other heavenly beings during his years as church presi-
dent joseph smith also had visions of manifestations about and visita-
tions from ancient prophets and apostles and other heavenly messengers
father adam was among the prophets most frequently seen As stated
above joseph heard adam detect satan as an angel of light during the
1820 30 period in addition on at least three instances joseph smith saw
adam in vision during the decade of the i83os183os the two most familiar
accounts are included in scripture joseph saw in vision the great council at
adam ondiondl ahman where adam and other patriarchs including seth
enos cainan mahalaleel jared enoch and methuselah as well as all of
adam s righteous posterity assembled three years prior to adam s death
dacd&c 10753 57

53

joseph later saw adam in his vision of the celestial kingdom as
recorded in doctrine and covenants section 137 concerning this vision
heber C kimball stated that joseph also saw adam open the gate of the
celestial city and admit the people one by one 3154115454 the most personal
account of adam in vision is not recorded inin scripture in april 1834 the
prophet held a conference of the church at new portage ohio there
joseph asked oliver cowdery and zebedee coltrin to walk with him to a

place where there was some beautiful grass and grapevines coltrin later
recounted the prophet then requested they each pray in turn after pray-
ing joseph said now brethren we will see some visions joseph
laid on the ground and oliver and zebedee rested their heads on his out-
stretched arms the heavens gradually opened coltrin recalled and the
brethren saw a golden throne on a circular foundation something like a

light house and on the throne were two aged personages having white
hair and clothed in white garments these personages were the two most
beautiful and perfect specimens ofmankind coltrin had ever seen joseph
called them our first parents adam and eve coltrin remembered adam
as a large broadshoulderedbroadshouldered man and eve as a woman large in propor-
tion 31551155715555 that the prophet knew adam s visage is also evident from a brief
statement he made in january 1843 while reminiscing about his deceased
brother alvin where joseph called his oldest brother a very handsome
man surpassed by none but adam and seth 115656

the prophet also saw other angelic ministrantsministrants and prophets during
this period As the kirtland temple neared completion in early 1836 an
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outpouring of spiritual appearances by heavenly beings began on january
21 at a meeting held in the not yet dedicated temple angels ministered
unto those present the prophet reported 11as well as my self for we all

communed with the helaheiaheavenlyvenly host s 35715757 bishop edward partridge stated
that a number saw visionsvisions & others were blessed with the outpouring of
the holy ghost 115858 oliver cowdery called the scene too great to be de-
scribedscribed therefore I1 only say that the heavens were opened to many and
great and marvelous things were shown 115959 recorded in the prophets jour-
nal for the next day january 22 is a comparable occurrence the heavens
were opened and angels ministered unto us they mingled their
voices with ours while their presence was in our midst tygo116060 on january 28

joseph saw another glorious vision which he did not describe 61

divine messengers attended the dedicatory services of the kirtland
temple on march 271836 As the prophet read the dedicatory prayer we

having our heads bowed truman 0 angell later testified felt a sensation
very elevating to the soul at the completion of the prayer president fred-
erick G williams arose and testified that midway during the prayer an
holy angel came and seated himself in the stand 116262 heber C kimball

kirtland temple lower auditorium ca 1920 courtesy LDS church archives
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could see the personage from where he sat describing him as very tall
with black eyes white hair and stoop shouldered his garment was

whole extending to near his ankles on his feet he had sandals he was sent
as a messenger to accept of the dedication 116363 after a midday adjournment
the first thing joseph smith did was announce to those assembled that the
personage who had appeared in the morning was the angel peter who
had come to accept the dedication 116464 david whitmer testified that at the
dedication he also saw angels in the house 65

on the evening of the dedication day the priesthood quorums again
met in the temple it was during this meeting that a pentecostal outpour-
ing transpired the prophets history states

A noise was heard like the sound of a rushing mighty wind which filled the
temple and all the congregation simultaneously arose being moved upon
by an invisible power many began to speak in tongues and prophesy others
saw glorious visions and I1 beheld the temple was filled with angels which
fact I1 declared to the congregation the people of the neighborhood came
running together hearing an unusual sound within and seeing a bright light
like a pillar of fire resting upon the temple and were astonished at what was
taking place 66

two or three days later the leading brethren and quorums met to per-
form anointingsanoint ings on this occasion noted heber C kimball another heav-
enly personage appeared the beloved disciple john was seen in our

the oliver and others 3367116767midst by prophet joseph cowdery
the most significant manifestation during this spiritual season in kirt-

land occurred a week after the dedication when the lord appeared and
accepted the temple and the sacrifice of the saints then following that
theophany the great lawgiver moses appeared and bestowed the keys of
gathering his appearance was followed by a personage whom the prophet
simply called elias who restored the keys associated with the dispensation
of the gospel of abraham finally elijah an ancient israelite prophet
bestowed the keys of the sealing power upon the first and second elders
joseph smith and oliver cowdery dacd&c 11011 16 so ended the week in
which according to orson pratt heaven and earth were brought so close
together that people were blessed as they never had been blessed for gen-
erationserat ions and generations that were passed and gone 1161168

several of joseph smith s close associates left record of an angel whose
identity was not recorded visiting him on several occasions the purpose
of these appearances was to encourage the prophet to move ahead with the
principle of celestial marriage according to one of the prophet s plural wives

this angel appeared three times between 1834 and 1842 69 another plural
wife eliza R snow described an angel that stood by him with a drawn
sword who told him that unless he moved forward and established
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plural marriage his priesthood would be taken from him 3170117070 documents
currently available do not record joseph smith receiving visitations from
heavenly beings after 1842

visions of satan the prophet encountered the adversary face to face
during the i83os183os and 4os40saos in 1831 while returning to ohio from his first
excursion to missouri the prophet received a revelation at mcilwainemciiwaine s

bend on the missouri river this revelation came according to the
prophets history after W W phelps saw satan in broad daylight moving
in power upon the surface of the water although the record does not indi-
cate how much of this manifestation the prophet also saw he knew dis-
tinctly who was involved and what had taken place in the vision

A more direct encounter took place shortly after the prophet moved
into his home in far west in 1838 heber C kimball related the incident

one of his children was taken very sick he laid his hands upon the child
but when it got better as soon as he went out of doors the child was taken

sick again he again laid his hands upon it so that it again recovered this
occurred several times when joseph inquired of the lord what it all
meant he had an open vision and saw the devil in person who contended
with joseph face to face for some time he said it was his house it belonged
to him and joseph had no right there then joseph rebuked satan in the
name of the lord and he departed and touched the child no more 71

As early as june 1839 joseph smith instructed the twelve prior to their
departure to england how to differentiate messengers of god from mes-
sengers of satan at the time the prophet gave these instructions parley P
pratt was imprisoned in the columbia missouri jail and did not receive
these instructions until returning from great britain in 1843 when the
prophet taught these principles to him personally on that occasion
william clayton recorded josephs words which now comprise section 129
outlining the three grand keys for discerning spirits this revelation shows
that the prophet evidently had firsthand experience in such matters when
heber C kimball returned from his first mission to great britain he and
joseph took a walk down by the mississippi river heber told the prophet
how he orson hyde and willard richards had been buffeted by satan
when they first arrived in preston england the prophet then told brother
kimball about his own contests with the prince of darkness in which
joseph saw satan face to face and was handled and afflicted by hhimim 72

visions of zion

although kirtland was the hub ofofmormonismmormonism between 1831 and 1838

joseph focused on the establishment of zion in missouri during these
years through revelations and visionary experiences the lord revealed
many truths to this modern day seer about the land where the new
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jerusalem would be established in june 1831 just four months after mov-
ing to ohio from new york joseph received a revelation in which the lord
instructed joseph sidney rigdon and thirteen pairs of elders to travel to
missouri where the land of their inheritance would be made known
unto them dacd&c 525 joseph later stated that the commandment to
travel to the western boundaries of the state of missouri was received by
a heavenly vision and that the main purpose of the expedition was to des-
ignate the very spot which was to be the central place for the commence-
ment of the gathering together of those who embrace the fullness of the
everlasting gospel 73173 soon after the elders arrival in missouri in mid july
the prophet alluded to another vision giving the precise location ofofzionzion
he manifested himself unto us and designated to me and others the

very spot upon which he designed to commence the work of the gathering
and the upbuildingbuildingup of an holy city which should be called zion 74

visions received during zions camp

the prophet received two unusual visions in 1834 following the ex-

pulsion of some 132012001200 latter day saints from jackson county in 1833 the
prophet called for a contingent of saints to travel to missouri and there
assist the exiled saints in reclaiming their lands the expedition known as

zion s camp was led by joseph smith after traveling for over a month on
june 31834 near the illinois river the expedition came across some pecu-
liar mounds while surveying one of these formations the prophet re-
ceived a remarkable vision seven members of the camp wrote about this
event now known simply as the zelph story 75 regardless of the many diff-
erences in these accounts joseph received some divine understanding con-
cerning zelph apparently through visionary means as noted in the
following published report

we encamped on the bank of the river until tuesday the ord during our trav-
els we visited several of the mounds which had been thrown up by the ancient
inhabitants of this county nephitesNephites lamanitesLamanites &cac and this morning I1 went
up on a high mound near the river accompanied by the brethren

on the top of the mound were stones which presented the appearance
of three alters and human bones were strewn over the surface of the
ground the brethren procured a shovel and hoe and removing the earth to
the depth ofabout one foot discovered the skeleton of a man almost entire
and between his ribs was a lamanitish arrow which evidently produced his
death elder brigham young retained the arrow and the brethren carried
some pieces of the skeleton to clay county the contemplation of the scenery
before us produced peculiar sensations in our bosoms and the visions of the
past being opened to my understanding by the spirit of the almighty I1 dis-
covered that the person whose skeleton was before us was a white lamanite
a large thick set man and a man of god he was a warrior and chieftain
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under the great prophet omandagusOmand agus who was known from the hill
cumorah or eastern sea to the rocky mountains his name was zelph the
curse was taken from him or at least in part one of his thigh bones was bro-
ken by a stone flung from a sling while in battle years before his death he
was killed in battle by the arrow found among his ribs during the last great
struggle of the lamanitesLamanites and nephitesNephites 76

joseph received at least one other vision while leading zion s camp it
illustrates how the prophet could receive a vision at almost any time and on
almost any matter nathan tanner stated that while traveling with the camp

I1 had the pleasure of seeing him joseph in a vision when he saw the
country over which we had traveled in a high state of cultivation this was
while he was riding and when he camped he had a wagon run out in the
middle of the corral of wagons and got up into it and told the camp what he
had seen while in the spirit it was glorious and grand to hear 77

visions of church organization

the prophet received visionary instruction concerning church struc-
ture and organization during the first part of february 1835 joseph smith
called for a meeting of the men who had participated in zion s camp
brigham and joseph young met with the prophet a week prior to the meet-
ing at that time president smith told the two brothers I11 I have seen those
men who died of the cholera in our camp and the lord knows if I1 get a

mansion as bright as theirs I1 ask no more As joseph young remembered
this meeting the prophet wept and for some time could not speak this
vision apparently included information about the organization of the
council of the twelve and the quorums of seventy after joseph smith
told the young brothers about his vision he informed brigham that he
would be called to the quorum of the twelve apostles not yet organized
and proceeded to enlarge upon the duties of the twelve s calling turn-
ing next to joseph young the prophet said brother joseph the lord has
made you president of the seventies 1378117878 these councils were organized later
in the month the quorum of the twelve on february 14 1835 and the
seventy on february 28 the following month the prophet dictated sec-
tion 107 which connects these councils to a visionary experience and it is

according to the vision showing the order of the seventy that they should
have seven presidents to preside over them chosen out of the number of
the seventy dacd&c 10793 perhaps it was in part this vision of church
councils to which joseph smith referred when according to parley P pratt
he explained to the twelve shortly before his death 11I I have now finished
the work which was laid upon me by committing to you all things for the
building up of the kingdom according to the heavenly vision and the pat-
tern shown me from heaven 0079117979
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visions of the future

joseph smith saw events in the near and distant future the year 1831

opened with joseph smith and several other leading elders receiving a

unique vision of the church in the future among these elders was sidney
rigdon who was converted to mormonism in kirtland in november 1830

by four missionaries en route to indian territory on the western borders of
missouri see dac 32 soon after his conversion rigdon journeyed to
new york in order to meet the prophet he took with him edward par-
tridge who was not yet baptized the two men arrived at lucy and joseph
sr s home on the seneca river on december io1018301830 they stayed for sev-
eral weeks and were present at the conference held in fayette during the
first week of january fourteen years later while addressing the saints in
nauvoo rigdon reflected on this conference and recalled how small the
church had been in 1831 he remarked all the members met in confer-
ence in a room twenty feet square referring to the whitmerwbitmer farmhouse
then continuing he added we knew fourteen years ago that the church
would become as large as it is today for we saw by vision the church of
god a thousand times larger 80

the prophet received another interesting vision either prior to his
departure to ohio in january 1831 or while en route like rigdon newel K

whitney encountered mormonism through the preaching of the mission-
aries on their way to teach the lamanitesLama nites after joining the church whit-
ney was unable to travel with rigdon and partridge to new york to meet
joseph smith and instead remained behind apparently petitioning the
lord to bring joseph to ohio according to whitney family tradition
joseph had a vision of whitney praying for the prophet to come to kirt-
land when the prophet and his company pulled up in front of whitney s

store on february i joseph

alighted and springing up the steps walked into the store upon seeing
whitney the prophet said newel K whitney thou art the man meaning
that he was the person whom he had seen in his vision the storekeeper
could not call joseph by name so he enquired as to who he was with

obvious reference to his vision the mormon leader responded 1 I am joseph
the prophet you ve prayed me here now what do you want of meme81

the experience no doubt helped confirm in whitney s mind the power that
attended the youthful prophet

josephs visions of the future included views of kingdoms and eternal
worlds doctrine and covenants sections 76 and 137 are the best examples
he also saw the tragic events of the last days as well as the glories of the res-
urrectionur

on july 2218391839 the prophet addressed several members of the twelve
prior to their departure to great britain during his remarks he referred to
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some of the things the lord had revealed to him concerning the wickedness
of men future wars and the destruction that awaits the disobedient 1 I saw
men hunting the lives of their own sons joseph explained brother mur-
dering brother women killing their own daughters and daughters seeking
the lives of their mothers I1 saw armies arrayed against armies I1 saw blood
desolation fires these things are at our doors 118282

tragic visions such as these were offset by more hopeful visionary ex-

periencesperien ces while speaking at the funeral of lorenzo D barnes in 1843

joseph smith reflected on the death of some of his own family members
particularly his father he discussed the sanctity of the body and the need
for a proper and honorable burial and then he stated his desire to be buried
beside his father and mother and other family members and friends
would you think it strange if I1 relate what I1 have seen in vision in relation

to this interesting theme he asked

I1 actually saw men before they had ascended from the tomb as though they
were getting up slowly they took each other by the hand and said to each
other my father my son my mother my daughter my brother my sister
and when the voice calls for the dead to arise suppose I1 am laid by the side
of my father what would be the first joy of my heart to meet my father my
mother my brother my sister and when they are by my side I1 embrace them
and they me 83

visions of temple patterns

like moses david and solomon who obtained divine knowledge
pertaining to the construction of israels tabernacle in the wilderness and
temple in jerusalem joseph smith received visionary understanding on
the architectural design construction and function of four temples kirt-
land independence far west and nauvoo joseph received a divine com-
mission to erect a temple in kirtland in late 1832 several months before the
pattern was revealed to him see dac 88119 20 the lord instructed
the saints to build after the manner which I1 shall show unto three of
you dacd&c 9514 those three according to truman 0 angell the temple s

primary craftsman comprised the first presidency of the church fred-
erick G williams the prophet s second counselor told angell joseph
received the word of the lord for him to take his two counselors and
come before the lord and he would show them the plan or model of the
house to be built williams continued

we went upon our knees called on the lord and the building appeared
within viewing distance I1 being the first to discover it then allauailali of us viewed
it together after we had taken a good look at the exterior the building
seemed to come right over us and the makeup of this hall the lower audi-
torium seemed to coincide with what I1 there saw to a minutia 84
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scriptural evidence indicates that the patterns for the independence
far west and nauvoo temples were also given in vision concerning the
temple in jackson county the lord stated on august 21833 verily I1 say

unto you that it is my will that a house should be built unto me in the land
of zion like unto the pattern which I1 have given you dacd&c 9710 on
june 252518331833 over a month before receiving section 97 joseph smith had
sent church leaders in jackson county detailed instructions concerning
the size features and function of the temple complex in independence
plus an explanation of the layout and arrangement of the city of zion from
this information one might infer that joseph smith received the pattern
of the city of zion together with the vision shown to him for the temples of

885811that early era
concerning the temple at far west joseph smith received the follow-

ing set of instructions

but let a house be built unto my name according to the pattern which I1 will

show unto them and if my people build it not according to the pattern
which I1 shallshahshalishailshan show unto their presidency I1 will not accept it at their hands
but if my people do build it according to the pattern which I1 shall show unto
their presidency even my servant joseph and his counselors then I1 will

accept it at the hands of my people dacd&c 11514 16 see also v 10 13

this particular revelation specifically states the pattern would be given to
the first presidency any such revelation was not documented but must
have been received before the summer of 1838 when the cornerstones were
laid and construction began 8616

the nauvoo temple stood as a crowning monument to the life and
mission of the prophet god was the architect but joseph was the engineer
and I1 will show unto my servant joseph all things pertaining to this house

and the priesthood thereof and the place whereon it shall be built and ye

shall build it on the place where you have contemplated building it for that
is the spot which I1 have chosen for you to build it dacd&c 12442 43 three
other temple building passages specifically state that the pattern would be
revealed by the lord and the prophet s history makes it clear that a pattern
was indeed given in february 1844 the prophet called on william weeks
temple architect in weeks s drawings joseph smith noticed semicircular
windows in the half stories separating the upper and lower halls the
prophet politely instructed weeks that the windows should be completely
circular weeks protested stating that circular windows were a violation
of all the known rules of architecture determined to have circular win-
dows joseph responded 1 I wish you to carry out my designs I1 have seen in

vision the splendid appearance of that building and will have it built
according to the pattern shown me 11787
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visionary dreams

holy writ teaches that certain dreams can be visions or views sent from
god ancient scripture contains numerous examples of god communicat-
ing to his servants visually through dreams however an examination of
the historical sources leads to the conclusion that joseph smith did not
receive most of his divine understanding through dreams in the night
apparently god chose more direct methods of communicating to him
although the prophet told of some of his dreams he did not usually detail
or interpret what he envisioned in those dreams 888

conclusion
on october 9 1843 joseph smith spoke at the funeral services of

james adams could you gaze into heaven five minutes he remarked
11 you would know more than you would by reading all that ever was writ-
ten on the subject 31891189338989 he was privileged to view the heavens not just for five
minutes but for extended periods on many occasions As far as historical
records indicate joseph smith received more visions than any other
prophet past or present his receiving numerous visions occurred in part
because he was called and appointed to bring about the restitution of all
things which god hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy prophets since
the world began acts 321

but josephs calling as a seer also came because of his spiritual capacity
and sensitivity As brigham young taught there are thousands in the
world who are natural born seers but when the lord selected joseph smith
to be his vice regent and mouthpiece upon the earth in this dispensation
he saw that he would be faithful and honor his calling 90

extolling the visionary gifts of joseph smith president john taylor
penned a poem entitled the seer which was later set to music by
ebenezer beesley A portion of its first stanza follows

the seer the seer joseph the seer
ill sing of the prophet ever dear
his equal now cannot be found
by searching the wide world around
with gods he soared in the realms of day
and men he taught the heavenly way
the earthly seer the heavenly seer

he gazed on the past on the present too
and ope d the heavbeav niy world to view 991

alexander L baugh is assistant professor of church history and doctrine at
brigham young university
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i1 the hebrew chazahchabah comes from the usual word for see in the various dialects
of aramaic referring both to the natural vision of the eyes and to supernatural
visions of various kinds G johannes botterweck and helmer ringgrenRinggren eds theologi-
cal dictionary of the old testament grand rapids eerdmans 1980 4281 82 the man-
ner in which revelation was received by the old testament seers is not entirely clear but
it predominantly involved hearing the word of the lord at night although the eyes were
also somehow involved 4285 the obscure hebrew term chabahchazahcwz4h is translated in the
greek LXX as bleponblevon literally looker and then translated into english as seer

2 john A widtsoeWidt soe evidences and reconciliations salt lake city bookcraft
1987 258 orson F whitney stated A seer is one who sees but it is not the ordinary
sight that is meant the seericfeeric gift is a supernatural endowment orson F whitney
saturday night thoughts A series of dissertations on spiritual historical and philo-
sophic themes salt lake city deseret news press 1921 39 see also steven C walker
seer in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york

macmillan 1992 31292 93
3 andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook eds the words of joseph smith the

contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph orem utah
grandin 1991iggi 59 see also joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 1972 180 the prophet compared his
description of paul to john C bennett s appearance for more on how bennett may
have resembled the ancient apostle see ehat and cook words 82 n 2

4 see J K elliott the apocryphal new testament A collection of apocryphal
christian literature in an english translation oxford clarendon 1993 364

5 joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed
B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1958 5402 hereafter
cited as history of the church

6 history of the church 5362
7 for a general discussion and overview of joseph smith s visionary experiences

see larry C porter visions of joseph smith in encyclopedia ofmormonismof mormonism 41512 16

for an examination of joseph smiths visionary contemporaries see richard L bush-
man the visionary world of joseph smith BYU studies37studies 37 no i1 1997 9818398 183 204

8 see H donl peterson moroni joseph smith s tutor ensign 22 january
1992 22 29 peterson moroni joseph smith s tutor in larry C porter miltonmfltonmllton V
backman jr and susan easton black eds regional studies in latter day saint church
history newnev york provo department of church history and doctrine brigham
young university 1992491992 49 70 and robert J woodford book of mormon personali-
ties known by joseph smith ensign 8 august 1978121978 12 15 see also H donl peterson
moroni ancient prophet modern messenger bountiful horizon 1983

9 lyndon W cook ed david whitmer interviews A restoration witness orem
utah grandin book 1991 27 whitmer told the story on a number of occasions leav
ing at least five additional versions of the incident see cook david whitmer interviews
13 41 42 49 5018150 181 82 213 16

lo1010 dean C jessee ed the papers of joseph smith 2 volsVOIS salt lake city deseret
book 1989 92143192140192 1431

ii11 orson pratt in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D richards
1855 861518586 15185 september 222218721872 hereafter cited as JDID on another occasion orson
pratt stated after having received from time to time visits from glorious person-
ages and talking with them he was permitted to go and take the plates from the
place of their deposit orson pratt in JDD 1366 december ig1918691869

12 george Q cannon in JD 23362 october 292918821882
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13 john taylor in JDD 17374 april 8818751875

14 john taylor in JD 2194 april 131318791879 for additional statements concerning
the heavenly beings who appeared to joseph smith see JD 1347 18326 20174 75

2165 2ii6i2m61 163 and 2348 49-
15 lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his

progenitors for many generations liverpool published for orson pratt by S W
richards 1853 85 see also woodford book of mormon personalities 11

12

16 oliver cowdery messenger and advocate october 1834 15 16 and jessee
papers 130 32 it is significant to note that in his narrative cowdery twice mentions
that the voice of the lord was heard the prophet s history does not mention this fact

17 larry C porter dating the restoration of the melchizedek priesthood
ensign 9 june 1979 4 1010 larry C porter the restoration of the priesthood religious
studies center newsletter 9c no 3 may 31995 3 7 and larry C porter the restora-
tion of the aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods ensign 26 december 1996 30 47

18 newell knight newel knight s journal in scraps of biography faith pro
motingdoting series no io10 published in classic experiences and adventures salt lake city
bookcraftbookcraft19691969 62 63

ig19 willard chase in eber D howe mormonism unavailedunvailed painesvillepainesvfllegainesvillePainesville ohio
eber D howe 1834 241 42 for eyewitness descriptions of the seer stone see richard
van wagoner and steve walker joseph smiththesmith the gift of seeing dialogue A jour-
nal of mormon thought 15 summer 1982 59

20 see richard L bushman joseph smith and the beginnings of mormonism
urbana university of illinois press 1984 697069 70 97103

21 martin harris in tiffany mormonism no II11 tiffany s monthly 5 may
18591859i64164

22 dean jessee joseph knights recollection of early mormon history BYU
studies 17 no i1 1976 31 32

23 cook david whitmer interviews 27 for slightly different accounts see cook
david whitmerwh itmeratmer interviews 41 48 4949114114 1515123191123 191igiigl 213 215

24 cook david whitmer interviews 150

25 jessee joseph knights Recorecollectionflection 33
26 smith biographical sketches 106log

27 smith biographical sketches 106106log
28 smith biographical sketches 102 8 the three incidents were i1 the need to

take the plates from the old birch log where he had initiainitiallyfhyflybly deposited them 2 the
need to conceal the plates beneath the hearth and 3 the need to hide the plates in
some flax in the loft of the cooper s shop harriss recollections parallel that of mother
smith see tiffany mormonism 166 67

29 tiffany mormonism 169

3030 for recent discussions of translation see neal A maxwell by the gift and
power of god ensign 27 january 1997 36 41 royal skousen translating the book
of mormon evidence from the original manuscript in noel B reynolds ed book of
mormon authorship revisited the evidenceforevidence porfor ancient origins provo utah FARMS

1997 61 93 john W welch the sermon at the temple and the sermon on the mount
A latter day saint approach salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990 130 44
stephen D ricks joseph smith s means and methods of translating the book of
mormon provo utah FARMS paper 1986 john W welch and tim rathbone
the translation of the book ofmormon basic historical information provo utah

FARMS paper 1986

31 edward stevenson one of the three witnesses incidents in the life of mar-
tin harris millennial star 44 february 6618821882 86 87
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32 david whitmer an address to all believers in christ richmond mo npap

188712
33 now the first that my husband translated the book was translated by the

use of the urimarim and thummimThum mim and that was the part that martin harris lost after that
he used a small stone emma smith bidamon to emma pilgrim march 27187027 1870 in

dan vogel ed early mormon documents salt lake city signature books 1996 532

david whitmer stated

this unpardonable carelessness of giving martin harris the manuscript
evoked the stormiest kind of chastisement from the lord who took from the
prophet the urimarim and thummum sic and otherwise expressed his condem-
nation by fervent prayer and by otherwise humbling himself the prophet
however again found favor and was presented with a stone which it

was promised should serve the same purpose as the missing urimarim and thum
mim with this stone all of the present book of mormon was translated

cook david whitmer interviews 200 see also 72156 57175 230

34 although not indicated in the historical record it is likely that section lo1010 was
received through the urimarim and thummimThum mim sections 3 and io10 were probably received

through the nephite interpreters since these revelations were given in conjunction with
the loss of the 116 pages

35 whitmer address to all believers 32 the seer stone passed through a series of
owners soon after the translation of the book of mormon was complete joseph smith
gave the stone to oliver cowdery who possessed the stone until his death in 1848 that
same year phineas young visited oliver s widow lucy cowdery and persuaded her to
give it to him he returned to salt lake city and presented it to his brother brigham
young the stone has remained in the possession of the church since that time see

whitmer address to all believers 32 cook david whitmer interviews 200 zina young
card to F D richards july 31 1896 F D richards letter collection archives divi-
sion historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives as cited in van wagoner and walker

gift of seeing 66 n 53 edward stevenson remembered joseph smith using a seer

stone at least four years after the book of mormon was translated see edward steven-
son reminiscences of joseph the prophet and the coming forth of the book of mormon

salt lake city by the author 1893 6

36 history of the church 4537 also jessee papers 1431

37 oliver cowdery to W W phelps messenger and advocate october 18351835198198

also jessee papers 187 although this was a vision of satan and his associates it was

given to joseph smith by moroni and the powers of heaven
38 brigham young in JDD 1938 june 171718771877

39 the two additional statements by brigham young concerning the cave and the
plates are given here william H dame was present when brigham young

related a story told to him by hyrum smith which was as follows joseph
hyrum cowdery and whitmere sic went to the hill cormorahcorcorahCormorah sic As

they were walking up the hill a door opened and they walked into a room
about 16 ft square in that room was an angel and a trunk on the trunk lay a

book of mormon & gold plates laban s sword aaron s brestplatebreastplatebrest plate wil-
liam H dame diary manuscript january 14 1855 special collections and
manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah
hereafter cited as BYU archives
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on december 111118691869 wilford woodruff heard brigham young relate to the salt lake
school of the prophets

president young said in relation to joseph smith returning the plates of the
book of mormon that he did not return them to the box from whence he
had received but he went in a cave in the hill comoro with oliver
cowdry & deposited those plates upon a table or shelf in that room were
deposited a large amount of gold plates containing sacred records & when
they first visited that room the sword ofoflabanlaban was hanging upon the wall &
when they last visited it the sword was drawn from the scabbard & laid
upon a table & a messenger who was the keeper of the room informed them
that that sword would never be returned to its scabbard untill the kingdom
of god was esstablished upon the earth & untill it reigned triumphant over
evry enemy joseph smith said that cave contained tons of choice trea-
sures & records wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal 1833 1898 scott G kenney
ed 9 vols midvale utah signature books 1983 85185 65086508 9 hereafter
cited as woodruff journal

40 in 1856 heber C kimball made brief mention of the nephite depository in the
hill cumorah how does it the crossing of the plains compare with the vision that
joseph and others had when they went into a cave in the hill cumorah and saw more
records than ten men could carry there were books piled up on tables book upon
book JD 4105 september 282818562818361856 several years later kimball spoke to a missionary
meeting at the church historians office and related about father smith oliver cow-
dery and others walking into the hill cumorah and seeing records upon records piled
upon tables they walked from cell to cell and saw the records that were piled up
brigham young manuscript history may 5518671867 microfilm of holograph LDS church
archives orson pratt made at least four statements attesting to his belief in the
cumorah library see JDID 14331 15183 1730 and 17281 82 david whitmer believed
the cave existed but felt it was in a location other than the hill cumorah see cook
david whitmer interviews 22 A karl larson and katharine miles larson eds diary of
charles lowell walker 2 volsVOIS logan utah state university press 1980 2525 26 and
stevenson reminiscences ofjosephof joseph the prophet 14 15

41 levi W hancock the life of levi ward hancock typescript 33 BYU

archives quoted in karl ricks anderson joseph smiths kirtland eyewitness accounts
salt lake city deseret book 1989 107 8

42 salt lake school of the prophets minute book 1883 october 3318831883 type-
script 56 57 BYU archives

43 salt lake city school of prophets minute book 1883 october 331883018831883 57

44 zebedee coltrin in utah stake minutes spanish fork high priests febru-
ary 5518701870 LDS church archives

45 john murdock journal typescript 13 BYU archives also quoted lnin milton V
backman jr the heavens resound A history of the lanterlatterlanner fayday saints in ohio 1830 1838

salt lake city deseret book 1983 267 joseph smith made brief reference to the
appearance of the father and the son on this occasion see history of the church 1334 35

46 jessee papers 2157
47 orson F whitney life of heber C kimball an apostle the father and founder

of the british mission salt lake city bookcraft 1974 93 94
48 mary elizabeth rollins lightner in anderson joseph smith s kirtland 112 13

49 see smith teachings 38 39 and joseph fielding smith life ofofjosephjoseph F smith
sixth president of the church oflesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city deseret
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news press 1938 34 35 A careful reading ofofd&cdacd&c 10753 57 indicates that these verses
are given almost verbatim with those of the joseph smith sr december 1833 blessing
thus revealing the initial source

5050 history of the church 3388
51 the prophet s history indicates the savior made his appearance to some

although the record does not state martin actually saw christ the fact that martin
knew the being was christ indicates he more than likely did see the savior see jessee
papers 2207 reprinted in history of the church 2432 33

52 harrison burgess sketch of a well spent life in labors in the vineyard
twelfth book of the faith promoting series salt lake city juvenile instructor office
1884 67 for a discussion of the dating of this vision see appendix to this article n 53

53 see footnotes 5050 and 51 above

54 heber C kimball in JDD 941 march 171718611861 see also whitney life ofheber C
kimball 93939494

55 salt lake city school of the prophets minute book 1883 october 111118831883 67

the prophets history is the source for the date of the conference which took place
april 212118341834 see history of the church 252 54

56 history of the church 5247
57 jessee papers 2158
58 edward partridge journal january 212118361836 typescript LDS church archives
59 leonard J arrington oliver cowdery s kirtland ohio sketch book BYU

Studiestudlestuflestudiesstudiesiislisii12 no 4 1972 419
6060 jessee papers 21602160
61 jessee papers 2164
62 truman 0 angell sr his journal in our pioneer heritage comp kate B

carter 20 volsVOIS salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1958 77 10198
63 whitney life ofofheberheber C kimball 91

64 angell his journal 198 in her reminiscence of the kirtland temple dedica-
tion lydia knight indicated that the personage who appeared during the services was

none other than jesus see lydia knight lydia knight s history the first book of the
nobel women s lives series salt lake city juvenile instructor office 1883 33 in an
1864 address george A smith also identified the messenger as being the savior JD

illo1110iliolitiliri1110 november 151518641864 angell s account is accepted as being the most accurate since
he claims to have received the information from joseph smith

65 history of the church 2427 reminiscing about the dedication of the kirtland
temple orson pratt later declared

god was there his angels were there the holy ghost was in the midst of the
people the visions of the almighty were opened to the minds of the servants
of the living god the vail sic was taken off from the minds of many they
saw the heavens opened they beheld the angels of god they heard the voice
of the lord and they were filled from the crown of their heads to the soles of
their feet with the power and inspiration of the holy ghost

in that temple set apart by the servants of god and dedicated by a prayer
that was written by inspiration the people were blessed as they never had
been blessed for generations and generations JDD 18132 october 9918751875

66 history of the church 2428
67 whitney life of heber C kimball 92 kimball did not state on what day

the anointingsanoint ings took place however the events of march 29 30 seem to indicate the
appearance must have occurred on one of those two dates see history of the church
2428 34
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68 see orson pratt in JD 18131 32 october 9918751875

69 mary elizabeth lightner 1190511905 as cited in danel W bachman A study of
mormon practice of plural marriage before the death of joseph smith masters the-
sis purdue university 1975 74

70 eliza R snow smith biography and family record ofoflorenzolorenzo snow one of the
twelve apostles of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof lanterlatterlanner dayfay saints salt lake city deseret
news 1884 69 70 additional statements about the angel are joseph B noble
affidavit 1869 as quoted in bachman A study of the mormon practice of plural
marriage 74 and benjamin F johnson to george S gibbs april october 1903 in
E dale lebaron benjamin F johnson friend to the prophets provo utah grandin
19972271997 227

71 whitney life ofofheberheber C kimball 258 59

72 heber C kimballKimbafl in JDID 3229 30 march 21856
73 history of the church 2254
74 history of the church 2254
75 kenneth W godfrey has made a thorough examination of each of the

accounts noting their similarities and differences see kenneth W godfrey the
zelph story BYU studies 29 no 2 1989 31 56

76 history of joseph smith times and seasons 6 january i1 1846 1076 and
history of the church 279 8080 these accounts are written as if joseph smith were
telling the story

77 nathan tanner reminiscences in george S tanner john tanner and his
family salt lake city publishers press 1974 382 83

78 history of the church 21812381 n
79 parley P pratt proclamation in millennial star 5 march 18451511845 151 see also

robert J matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation of the bible
provo utah brigham young university press 1975 258 6060 it is likely joseph smith

received a vision of the purpose and function of other types of church councils partic-
ularly the high council at least a year prior to receiving his understanding concerning
the twelve and the seventy at a meeting of high priests in february 1834 he explained
in explicit detail the decorum that existed in ancient councils see history of the church
225 26 one week later he proceeded to organize the kirtland high council see doc-
trine and covenants 102 then in july of that same year while in clay county with
zions camp he organized the high council in missouri see history of the church
2122 24 at one time the mormon leader declared that all church councils were to be
conducted according to an ancient pattern which had been shown him by vision
joseph smith february 171718341834 in fred C collier and william S harwellHarwefl eds kirt-
land council minute book salt lake city collier s 1996 24

8080 history of the church 6289
81 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 6 january 1885 125 also

in history of the church 1146 n
82 history of the church 3391
83 history of the church 5361 62 wilford woodruff recorded portions of this

sermon in his journal he quoted the prophet as saying in speaking of the resurrec-
tion I1 would say that god hath shown unto me a vision of the resurrection of the dead
& I1 saw the graves open & the saints as they arose took each other by the hand even
before they got up or while getting up & great joy & glory rested upon them kenney
wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal 2227 april 1616184318431

84 angell his journal 1019810198 lyndon W cook has given substantial histori-
cal evidence which indicates section 95 was actually received in early june 1833 while
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section 94 was received in august some two months after section 95 As further evi-

dence of this cook states that verses 1 2 ofsection 94 indicate that the pattern for con-
structingstruc ting the kirtland temple had already been given lyndon W cook the
Revelationrevelationssoof the prophet joseph smith salt lake city deseret book 19851951985 195 in doc-
trine and covenants 943 12 joseph smith was instructed to build a house for the pres-

idency and a house for printing the patterns of which were also to be revealed whether
the patterns for these two buildings were ever given is not known for more on the pat-
tern of the kirtland temple see elwin C robison the first mormon temple design
construction and historic context of the kirtland temple provo brigham young uni-
versity press 1997 7 26

85 see history of the church 1357 62

86 the far west temple revelation was received on april 26183826 1838 four days later

thomas B marsh wrote a letter wherein he indicated the plan is yet to be shown to the
first presidency see thomas B marsh to wilford woodruff april 303018380018381838 wilford
woodruff papers LDS church archives this letter was published in thomas B marsh
to wilford woodruff april 3030183818381 in elder s journal i july 1838 38 the cornerstones
of the temple were subsequently laid on july 4 1838 celebration of the 4thath of july
elders journal i august 1838 60 during the summer and fallfanfailfali of 1838 work on the
temple proceeded slowly due to the missouri persecutions according to missourian
william A wood the walls were built to a height of two or two and a half feet see wil-
liam A wood an old mormon city in missouri magazine of american history 16

18861886 99 also cook revelations of the prophet joseph smith 237

87 history of the church 6196 97
88 the recorded dreams of joseph smith are in history of the church 2387

5254 555509455394394 6194 9595461461 62 609gog io10

89 history of the church 650 italics in original
go90 report of remarks made at the tabernacle 23 december 18601860 deseret news

weekly december 26 1860 341 quoted in ronald W walker joseph smith the
palmyra seer BYU studies 24 fall 1984 468

91 john taylor the seer broadside apnp john taylor ca 1844 45 BYU

archives see page 49 of this issue reprinted as the seer joseph the seer in hymns

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city deseret book 1927

no96nonogg96
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appendix the visions of joseph smith
the following collection of historical documents attempts to bring to-

gether all the known visions of joseph smith with the exception of various
forms of visionary inspiration received as part of the translation of the
words of the bible book of mormon or pearl of great price which are too
numerous to mention here synopses of visions are arranged chronologi-
cally in the lefthandleft hand column is the date either exact or approximate
joseph smith received the vision in the righthandright hand column is a close para-
phrase of each vision taken from a document judged to be the most
comprehensive account available the source for this account follows each
paraphrase some details in a paraphrase may derive from a second source
listed in the footnotes following each main source is the date when the
document was written date spans indicate the period of time within
which the vision was received not the length of the vision A ca circa
before a date means the date is unknown but assumed based on historical
evidence footnotes do not include every known account of each vision
but instead give some sources where readers can go to learn more because
this collection depends on record keeping and the preservation of histori-
cal documents the list should not be taken to represent an exhaustive set of
joseph smiths visions

spring 1820 god the father jesus christ and many angels
appeared to joseph smith main source joseph
smith 1839 1

september 21 222218231823 the angel moroni appeared to joseph smith on
five separate occasions main source joseph
smith 1839 2

september 21 221823 joseph smith saw the location of the plates from
which the book of mormon was translated
main source joseph smith 1839 3

september 21 222218231823 joseph smith was shown the ancient inhabitants
of this country main source joseph smith
1842 4

september 221823 joseph smith saw the prince of darkness and his
innumerable associates main source oliver
cowdery 1835 5

september 22182322 1823 joseph smith received many visits from god s

september 22182722 1827 angels main source joseph smith 18421842 6

september 222218241824 joseph smith met with moroni at three annual
september 222218261826 intervals main source joseph smith 183918091839 7
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september 222218261826 joseph smith saw that he should take emma
hale with him to the hill cumorah the
following year main source joseph knight
calcacai833cai8331833 1847 8

early 1827 moroni instructed joseph smith near the hill
cumorah main source lucy mack smith 1845 9

september 222218271827 moroni delivered the plates and sacred relics to
joseph smith main source joseph smith 1839

010o

late 1827 joseph smith saw his entire past history
through the urimarim and thummimThum mim main source
david whitmer 1884 n

late 1827 early 1828 at various times after receiving the plates joseph
smith saw when he or the plates were in danger
main source lucy mack smith 1845 12

late 1827 early 1828 joseph smith was shown the man who would
assist him in translation martin harris main
source martin harris 1859 13

1827 1828 joseph smith was shown the location of a pin
lost by martin harris main source martin har-
ris 1859 14

june july 1828 moroni took the arimurim and thummim from
joseph smith main source joseph smith 1839 15

june july 1828 moroni returned the urimarim and thummim to
joseph smith main source joseph smith 1839 16

summer 1828 moroni took the plates and again the urimarim and
thummim from joseph smith main source
joseph smith 1839 17

september 22.1828221828 moroni returned the plates and the urimarim and
thummimthummirnThummirn to joseph smith main source lucy
mack smith 1845 18

may 151518291829 john the baptist appeared to joseph smith and
oliver cowdery main source joseph smith
1839 19

ca may june 1829 satan appeared to joseph smith as an angel of
light main source joseph smith 1842 20

ca may june 1829 peter james and john appeared to joseph smith
and oliver cowdery main source joseph smith
18301830 21

may june 1829 joseph smith saw david whitmer en route from
fayette new york to harmony pennsylvania
main source david whitmer 1884 22
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may june 1829 joseph smith gave the plates to moroni before
proceeding to fayette new york main source
lucy mack smith 1845 23

may june 1829 joseph smith oliver cowdery and david whit-
mer saw moroni along the road to fayette new
york main source david whitmer 1886i8861886 2421

may june 1829 joseph smith received the plates from moroni
after arriving in fayette new york main source
lucy mack smith 1845 25

june 1829 joseph smith oliver cowdery and david whit-
mer saw an angel who showed them the plates
and other sacred relics main source joseph
smith 1839 26

june 1829 joseph smith and martin harris saw an angel
who showed them the plates and other sacred
relics main source joseph smith 1839 27

june 1829 moroni delivered the plates so that joseph could
show them to the eight witnesses main source
lucy mack smith 1845 28

ca june 1829 joseph smith returned the plates to the angel
main source joseph smith 1839 29

august 1830 joseph smith received a revelation on the sacra-
ment from a heavenly messenger main source
joseph smith 1839 30

january 1831 joseph smith and others saw by vision the
growth of the church main source sidney rig-
don 1844 31

january 1831 joseph smith saw in vision the face of newel K

whitney main source orson F whitney i8851885 32

june 3 6618311831 joseph smith saw god and jesus christ main
source levi W hancock before 1883 33

june 1831 by heavenly vision joseph smith was com-
manded to travel to western missouri and there
designate the location for a temple and central
gathering place of zion main source joseph
smith 1835 34

july 1831 joseph smith and others were shown where the
temple at independence and the city ofzion would
be located main source joseph smith 18351835 35
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1831 joseph smith identified the presence of jesus
christ in a meeting of the saints main source
mary elizabeth lightner 19051905 36

february 161618321832 joseph smith and sidney rigdon saw the son of
man on the right hand of god events in the pre-
mortal life and postmortal glories main source
joseph smith 18321832 3717

may june 1832 joseph smith was shown the mode of travel he
and newel K whitney would take after leaving
greenville indiana main source joseph smith
18391839 3831

march 181818331833 joseph smith identified the physical presence of
god the father and jesus christ in the school
of the prophets main source zebedee coltrin
1883 39

june 1833 joseph smith frederick G williams and sidney
rigdon viewed the plan for the kirtland temple
main source truman 0 angell 1885 40

ca february 1834 joseph smith saw the pattern and organization
of church councils main source joseph smith
18341834 41

april 181834 joseph smith oliver cowdery and zebedee
coltrin saw adam and eve main source
zebedee coltrin i87o1870 42

may june 1834 joseph smith saw land passed over by zions
camp in a high state of cultivation main source
nathan tanner 1884 4341

june 1834 by vision joseph smith was taught about zelph
a lamanite warrior main source wilford wood-
ruff 1834 44

ca february 1835 joseph smith saw the postmortal condition of
those who died in zion s camp and the order ofthe
priesthood main source joseph smith 18351835 45

caca18351835 joseph smith saw christian martyrs condition
main source edward stevenson 18931893 46

january 212118361836 joseph smith saw the celestial kingdom some of
its inhabitants the twelve in foreign lands the
savior standing in their midst the redemption
ofofzionzion and many other things that the tongue of
man cannot fully describe main source joseph
smith 18361836 47
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january 22 232318362018361836 visions of god attended joseph smith through
the night main source joseph smith 1836 48148411

january 282818361836 joseph smith saw a glorious vision in the kirt-
land temple main source joseph smith 18361836 49

january 28 292918361836 visions of the lord attended joseph smith through
the night main source joseph smith 18361836 50

march 271836 joseph smith beheld the kirtland temple filled
with angels main source joseph smith 18361836 51

march 272718361836 joseph smith identified the presence of john the
beloved in the kirtland temple main source
orson FR whitney before 1889 52

ca march 301836 joseph smith saw jesus christ and angels in the
kirtland temple main source harrison burgess
before 1885 53

april 331836318061836 joseph smith and oliver cowdery saw jesus
christ moses elijah and elias in the kirtland
temple main source joseph smith 18361836 5451

april may 1836 joseph smith saw frederick G williamss daugh-
ter and her family en route to missouri main
source caroline barnes crosby before 1885 55

april 6618371837 joseph smith saw the future of kirtland main
source wilford woodruff 18371837 56

summer 1837 joseph smith was blessed with glorious visions
during an illness main source mary fielding
18371837 5751

september 1837 joseph smith was shown in vision the enlarge-
ment of zion s borders main source mary
fielding 1837 58

march 1838 joseph smith saw william marks carried away
by an angel main source joseph smith 1838 59

march october 1838 joseph smith saw satan face to face main source
heber C kimball before 1869 60

before 1839 joseph smith was shown the pattern for the
temple in far west missouri main source
thomas B marsh 1838 61

april 11 121218391839 joseph smith saw the means of escape from lib-
erty jail and danger awaiting stephen markham
main source history of the church 1845 62
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before july 2218391839 joseph smith saw persecutions and judgments
that would occur prior to the second coming
main source history of the church 1845 63

before march 4418401840 by the visions of the almighty joseph smith saw
the end of the united states if she disregards
cries of virtuous citizens main source history of
the church 1845 64

august 6618421842 joseph gazed upon the valleys of the rocky
mountains main source anson call ca 1854 65

august 15 161618421842 through dream and vision joseph was per-
suaded against traveling to the pine country
main source joseph smith 1842 66

before 1843 at least three times since 1834 an angel appeared
to joseph smith and commanded him to enter
into the practice of plural marriage main
source joseph B noble 1869 67

before january 202018431843 joseph smith dreamed that he was in the illinois
statehouse among enemies main source history
of the church 1845 46 68

before april 161618431843 joseph smith saw in vision the resurrection of
the dead main source wilford woodruff 1843 69

before may ig1918431843 joseph smith dreamed that writing and compil-
ing the history of the church must move forward
main source history of the church 1854 56 70

before february 33318441844 joseph smith saw himself in a dream swimming
safely in troubled waters main source wilford
woodruff 1844 71

before february 5518441844 joseph smith saw in vision the pattern for the
nauvoo temple main source history of the
church 1854 56 72

june 1844 joseph smith saw in vision what would happen
to the saints if the nauvoo expositor press was
not destroyed main source george laub 1845 73

before june 131318441844 joseph smith dreamed that he escaped a pit
where his enemies had thrown him main
source history of the church 1854 56 74

june 26 272718441844 joseph smith dreamed that his life was threat-
ened main source history of the church 1854

56 75
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date unknown joseph smith saw the common progenitors of sev-
eral early church leaders main source heber C
kimball 18561856 76

1 joseph smith history 1839 in dean C jessee ed the papers of joseph smith
2 volsVOIS salt lake city deseret book 1989 92 1267 75 joseph smith history
1834 1836 in jessee papers 1125 27 the account of the vision in the 1839 history was
canonized in joseph smith history 11 20 see also doctrine and covenants 205 for
other accounts of this vision prepared under joseph smiths direction see jessee
papers 13 7 429 30 448 49 for accounts written by those who claimed to hear
joseph rehearse this vision see jessee papers 1443 44 461 and andrew F ehat and
lyndon W cook eds the words of joseph smith the contemporary accounts of the
nauvoo discourses of the prophet joseph provo utah brigham young university reli-
gious studies center 19801980 215 for contemporaneous accounts prepared by joseph
smith s close associates see jessee papers 1389 91 405 9

many of the accounts listed in this appendix have been published previously
some of them with minor changes in spelling and punctuation in joseph smith jr his-
tory of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev

7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 primary source documents when avaavailableflable
are cited first followed by reprints in history of the church and joseph smith history
in the pearl of great price references to history of the church have been omitted when
the same material appears in the doctrine and covenants or pearl of great price

2 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1275 82 joseph smith history
127 53 see also doctrine and covenants 2 205 9 275 for other accounts of this vision
prepared under joseph smiths direction see jessee papers 18 9 127 28 430 31

44950449 50 for contemporary accounts prepared by joseph smith s close associates see
jessee papers 150 54 73 76 85 9090392392 94 409 21 context is provided by lucy mack
smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his progenitors for many
generations liverpool orson pratt and S W richards 1853 78 85

3 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1279 joseph smith history
142 joseph knight said joseph had a vision of the location dean C jessee 11 joseph
knights recollection of early mormon history BYU studies 17 no i1 1976 30 31

4 joseph smith church history 1842 in jessee papers 1431 reprinted in his-
tory of the church 4537

5 joseph smith history 1834 1836 in jessee papers 187 see also smith bio-
graphical sketches 83 85 cowdery s account was first published in the october 1834

issue of the messenger and advocate as the eighth of a series of letters projected to give
11 a full history of the rise of the church of the latter day saints messenger and advo-
cate october 183413 joseph offered his assistance at the beginning of the writing stage
and later directed copying the letters into his journal see jessee papers 116 17

6 joseph smith church history 1842 in jessee papers 1431 reprinted in his-
tory of the church 4537 the doctrine and covenants alludes to joseph smith s experi-
ence with some of these angels in 1842 joseph described hearing the voice of divers
angels from adam down to the present time allAaliail declaring their dispensation their
rights their keys their honors their majesty and glory and the power of their priest-
hood dacd&c 12820 21 the voices of gabriel raphael and michael were among those
joseph heard dacd&c 12820 several of the prophet s associates later made reference to
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some of these visits see john taylor in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D

richards 1855 86 17374 april 8 1875 hereafter cited as JDD john taylor in JD

18326 december 313118761876 john taylor in IDD 20174 75 april 8818791879 john taylor in

IDD 2165 january 4418801880 john taylor in IDD 2194 april 131879 john taylor in JD

21161 63 december 7718791879 john taylor in JDID 2348 49 april 9918821882 orson pratt in

JD 1367 december 191918691869 orson pratt in JD 15185 september 221872 george Q can-
non in JD 1347 december 51869 george Q cannon in JDID 23362 october 291882

7 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1282 joseph smith history
154 see also smith biographical sketches 85 86

8 jessee joseph knights recollection 31

9 smith biographical sketches 98 99 lucy s account was published in 1853 but
dictated in 1845 see richard L anderson circumstantial confirmation of the first
vision through reminiscences BYU studies 9 no 3 1969 386 88 according to
lucy the angel told joseph that he had not been engaged enough in the work of the
lord and that he must be up and doing smith biographical sketches 99

io10 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1283 joseph smith history
159 see also smith biographical sketches 99 106log and jessee joseph knight s recol-
lection 32 33-

11 david whitmer interview with the st louis republican july 161618841884 as cited in
lyndon W cook ed david whitmer interviews orem utah grandin book 1991 150

12 smith biographical sketches 103 9 among the places joseph smith hid the
plates from those intent on seizing them was beneath the floor of the local cooper s

shop martin harris remembered joseph smith saying an angel warned him when the
plates were no longer safe underneath the floor see joel tiffany mormonism
no II11il tiffany s monthly 5 may 1859 167

13 tiffany mormonism 169

14 tiffany mormonism 164

15 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1287 reprinted in history of the

church 121 22 this vision is implied joseph said he was required to give the plates up
in consequence of my having wearied the lord in asking for the privilege of let-

ting martin harris take the writings jessee papers 1287 reprinted in history of the

church 121
16 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1287 reprinted in history of the

church 121 22

17 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1287 reprinted in history of the

church 123 smith biographical sketches 124 25

18 smith biographical sketches 124 25 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee
papers 1287 reprinted in history of the church 123

ig19 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1290 joseph smith history
168 73 see also doctrine and covenants 13 277 8 all presently known primary
source accounts of this event are published in brian Q cannon and BYU studies staff
priesthood restoration documents BYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96 175 96

20 doctrine and covenants 12820 the date of the vision assumes the contiguity
of satan s appearance with the appearance of peter james and john listed in this verse of
scripture and the placement of both events in pennsylvania see also note 6 the
import of the melchizedek priesthood would seem to warrant some resistance from
satan as was the case with the first vision

21 doctrine and covenants 2712 13 see also joseph smith history 172 and
doctrine and covenants 12820 all presently known primary source accounts of this
event were published in cannon and studies staff priesthood restoration documents 11
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175 96 for a discussion of the may june 1829 date see larry C porter the restora-
tion of the aaronic and melchizedek priesthoodsPriesthoods ensign 26 december 1996 30 47
larry C porter the restoration of the priesthood religious studies center newslet-
ter 9 no 3 may 3319951995 1 12 larry C porter dating the melchizedek priesthood
ensign 9 june 1979 4 io10

22 david whitmer interview with james H hart march lo101018841884 in cook david
whitmer interviews 123 see also cook david whitmer interviews 27 41414848 49114 15

191 213 215

23 smith biographical sketches 137 although lucy did not name the angel david
whitmer identified him as moroni see cook david whitmer interviews 50 181 82
david said the translation in fayette occupied about one month beginning on june
1 1829 placing moroni s appearance around this date cook david whitmer inter-
views 62

24 david whitmer interview with edward stevenson february 9918861886 in cook
david whitmer interviews 180180 82 for other whitmer accounts of this event see
cook david whitmer interviews 13 27 41 42 49 50 213 16

25 smith biographical sketches 137
26 joseph smith history 1839 in jesseelessee papers 1296 reprinted in history of the

church 154 55 see also doctrine and covenants 2010 12820 oliver cowdery and
david whitmer testified of the vision in the testimony of three witnesses which
appeared in the first edition of the book of mormon 018018301830 and in every edition there-
after for david whitmer s testimony of the vision see cook david whitmer inter-
views 11ll 15 18 20 25 26 40 41 63 75 76 86 8787127127 166 175 76 181181 192 939319793.197197 98
213 229 250 51 this vision was used by participants as a missionary tool to help con-
vince of the divinity of the book of mormon william mclellinmcclellinMc Lellin first heard the gospel
preached in 1831 near paris illinois when david whitmer bore testimony to having
seen an holy angel who had made known the truth of this record to him jan shipps
and john W welch eds the journals of william E mclellinmcclellinMc Lellin 1831 1836 provo utah and
urbana BYU studies and university of illinois press 1994 29

27 joseph smith history 1839 in jesseelessee papers 1296 97 reprinted in history of
the church 155 see also doctrine and covenants 208 10 12820 and cook david
whitmer interviews 21 64647664.7676 As one of the three witnesses martin harris testified of
this vision in the testimony of three witnesses located in all editions of the book
of mormon joseph smith s exultation immediately after his vision with the three wit-
nesses is recorded in smith biographical sketches 139

28 smith biographical sketches 140140 lucy said the site where the eight witnesses
saw the plates was a place where the family were in the habit of offering up their secret
devotions to god joseph went there because it had been revealed to him that the
11 plates would be carried thither by one of the ancient nephitesNephites smith biographical
sketches 140

29 smith biographical sketches 141 lucy placed the timing of this meeting after
the eight witnesses had handled the plates and had returned to the house smith
biographical sketches 141 more descriptions of this vision can be found in brigham
young in IDD 1938 june 17 1877 wilford woodruff wilford woodruffewoodruffs journal
1833 1898 typescript ed scott G kenney 9 vols midvale utah signature book
1983 84 65086508 9 december 1111186918691 hereafter cited as woodruff journal heber C
kimball called joseph and oliver s experience a vision in which they went into a
cave in the hill cumorah heber C kimball in JD 4105 september 28 1856 oliver
cowderyscowderyCowderyss brother in law david whitmer heard oliver recount his experience in the
cave P wilhelm poulson asked david in 1878 where the plates were then and david told
him they were in a cave where the angel has hidden them up till the time arrives when
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the plates which are sealedscaled shall be translated cook david whitmer interviews 22
see also edward stevenson reminiscences of joseph the prophet and the coming forth
of the book of mormon salt lake city by the author 1893 14 15 william H dame
journal january 14 1855 typescript special collections and manuscripts harold B

lee library brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives
30 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1321 reprinted in history of the

church itlo1106irlo1106 see also doctrine and covenants 271 4 joseph said the first four para-
graphs of the revelation now canonized as doctrine and covenants 27 were received
11 at this time that is at the time the angel appeared in august 18301830 near harmony
pennsylvania the remainder of the revelation was received a month later see robert J

woodford the historical development of the doctrine and covenants 3 vols
phd diss brigham young university 197413931974 1393 94

31 sidney rigdon in general church minutes april 6 1844 historian s office
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives reprinted in history of
the church 6289

32 orson F whitney newel K whitney contributor 6 january 1885 125

reprinted in history of the church 1146 n
33 levi hancock diary ofoflevilevi W hancock typescript 48 BYU archives
34 joseph smith to the elders of the church of latter day saints 183511835 in mes-

senger and advocate september 1835 179 reprinted in history of the church 2254
joseph departed kirtland for missouri on june 191918311831 after receiving a revelation on
june 7 commanding him and sidney rigdon to journey to the land of missouri where
the land of your inheritance should be revealed to them history of the church 1177

188 doctrine and covenants 523 5 joseph did not indicate whether this june 7 revela-
tion is the same june vision mentioned in his 1835 letter to the elders

35 smith to the elders september 1835 179 reprinted in history of the church
2254 see also doctrine and covenants 523 5 571 3

36 mary elizabeth lightner in karl ricks anderson joseph smiths kirtland eye-
witness accounts salt lake city deseret book 19891121989 112 13

37 doctrine and covenants 76 see also jessee papers 1372 of this vision joseph
later said 1 I could explain a hundred fold more than I1 ever have of the glories of the
kingdoms manifested to me in the vision were I1 permitted and were the people pre-
pared to receive them history of the church 5402 philo dibble was present when
joseph and sidney had the vision and later recounted the event in recollections of the
prophet joseph smith juvenile instructor 27 may 151518921892 303 4

38 joseph smith history 1839 in jessee papers 1383 84 reprinted in history of
the church 1272

39 zebedee coltrin in salt lake school of the prophets minute book 1883

october 3 1883 typescript 56 57 BYU archives see also zebedee coltrin in utah
stake minutes spanish fork high priests quorum february 5 1870 LDS church
archives and history of the church 1334 35

40 truman 0 angell to john taylor and council march 11 1885 john taylor
presidential papers LDS church archives angell who did much of the interior work
on the kirtland temple was informed by frederick G williams a member of the first
presidency and a participant in the vision the first presidency was given the vision in
accordance with a promise given on june i1 1833 let the house be built after the
manner which I1 shall show unto three of you dacd&c 9514 see also dac 941 2
orson pratt confirmed that the plan came through a vision IDD 13357 may 5518701870 IDD
14273 april 9918711871 for more on the design of the kirtland temple see elwin C robi-
son the first mormon temple design construction and historic context of the kirt-
land temple provo utah brigham young university press 1997 7 25
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41 joseph smith february 171718341834 in fred C collier and william S harwellHarwefl eds
kirtland council minute book salt lake city colliercofliercoalier s 1996 24 see also history of the
church 225 26122 24

42 zebedee coltrin in utah stake minutes spanish fork high priest s quorum
february 5518701870 LDS church archives see also history of the church 250

43 nathan tanner reminiscences in george S tanner john tanner and his
family salt lake city publishers press 1974 382

44 woodruff journal 110moiloiio june 183418341 see also history of the church 279 8080
this vision came after the prophet and the other members ofofzionzion s camp including
woodruff marching to missouri unearthed human remains from a burial mound
located in pike county ohio for additional accounts of the vision see kenneth W
godfrey the zelph story BYU studies 29 no 2 1989 31 56

45 history of the church 2181 82 see also doctrine and covenants 10793 97
joseph young recalled hearing joseph smith discuss this vision on february 8 1835
1 I have seen those men who died of the cholera in our camp joseph smith told young
and his brother brigham at this relation he joseph smith wept and for some time
could not speak said joseph young when the prophet regained his composure
joseph young believed the prophet picked up where he left off again relaying informa-
tion he had received in vision addressing himself to brigham joseph smith continued

I11 I wish you to notify all the brethren living in the branches within a reasonable dis-
tance from this place to meet at a general conference on saturday next the prophet
then told brigham young that he would be one of twelve special witnesses the quo-
rum of the twelve apostles who would be called at the conference to open the door
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